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Abstract
Background: Bone mineral density (BMD) is a heritable phenotype that predicts fracture risk. We performed fine-mapping by
targeted sequencing at WLS, MEF2C, ARHGAP1/F2 and JAG1 loci prioritized by eQTL and bioinformatic approaches among 56
BMD loci from our previous GWAS meta-analysis. Methods and Results: Targeted sequencing was conducted in 1,291
Caucasians from the Framingham Heart Study (n¼925) and Cardiovascular Health Study (n¼366), including 206 women and
men with extreme low femoral neck (FN) BMD. A total of 4,964 sequence variants (SNVs) were observed and 80% were rare
with MAF<1%. The associations between previously identified SNPs in these loci and BMD, while nominally significant in se-
quenced participants, were no longer significant after multiple testing corrections. Conditional analyses did not find protein-
coding variants that may be responsible for GWAS signals. On the other hand, in the sequenced subjects, we identified novel
associations in WLS, ARHGAP1, and 5’ of MEF2C (P-values<8x10� 5; false discovery rate (FDR) q-values<0.01) that were much
more strongly associated with BMD compared to the GWAS SNPs. These associated SNVs are less-common; independent
from previous GWAS signals in the same loci; and located in gene regulatory elements. Conclusions: Our findings suggest
that protein-coding variants in selected GWAS loci did not contribute to GWAS signals. By performing targeted sequencing in
GWAS loci, we identified less-common and rare non-coding SNVs associated with BMD independently from GWAS common
SNPs, suggesting both common and less-common variants may associate with disease risks and phenotypes in the same loci.

Introduction
Bone mineral density (BMD) is a highly heritable phenotype that
is the major predictor for the risk of fracture (1). Over the past
few years, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have iden-
tified more than 65 novel genome-wide significant loci for BMD
(2). Previously, we published the largest GWAS meta-analysis
for BMD involving �36,000 Caucasian men and women with
2.5 million HapMap imputed common single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) as part of the Genetic Factors for
Osteoporosis (GEFOS) consortium (3). In that study, we identi-
fied 56 genome-wide significant loci associated with BMD of the
lumbar spine (LS) and/or femoral neck (FN) skeletal sites.
Fourteen of these 56 BMD-associated loci were also associated
with fracture risk in a case-control meta-analysis involving up
to 31,016 fracture cases and 102,444 controls without fracture.
As is true for many GWAS efforts, we considered that the identi-
fied common SNPs were probably not the causal variants and
more likely were in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with underlying
un-typed causal variants.

To fine-map GWAS loci and identify potentially causal vari-
ants that are responsible for the GWAS signals, we selected four
promising GWAS loci from our GEFOS meta-analysis and per-
formed targeted re-sequencing using next generation sequenc-
ing techniques as part of the Cohorts for Heart and Aging
Research in Genomic Epidemiology (CHARGE)(4) Targeted
Sequencing Study.

Results
SNV distribution in sequenced samples

As designed (Table 1), FN BMD as well as LS BMD was signifi-
cantly lower in the extremely low FN BMD group. The average
BMD (for both FN and LS) was similar between the Cohort
Random Sample and other Phenotype Groups. Across the four
targeted regions, 4,964 variants were observed in the 1,291 se-
quenced Caucasian samples (average one variant per 80 bp).
Most of the common variants (MAF� 5%) have already been
captured by HapMap Phase 2 imputation in our previous GWAS
meta-analyses (Table 2). However, low-frequency SNVs, espe-
cially variants with MAF< 1%, were not observed by HapMap
Phase 2 and the 1000G Project. Seventy-five percent of variants
with MAF< 1% were newly discovered by our targeted sequenc-
ing project. The Supplementary Material, Figure S1 provides a

categorization of the types of variants. Many missense variants
and variants located in transcription factor binding sites were
found. Of note, 76 of 112 (68%) observed missense variants had
a MAF< 0.1%.

Single variant association analyses

The quantile-quantile plots are shown in the Supplementary
Material, Figure S2. The kGC inflation factors were 1.07 and 1.00
for FN BMD and LS BMD, respectively, suggesting that Type I er-
ror was well controlled. Table 3 provides the most significant as-
sociations between single variants and BMD in the four targeted
loci.

In the following sections, we used the ‘GWAS SNP’ term to
indicate SNPs that were originally found to be genome-wide sig-
nificant (P< 5x10� 8) in our previously reported GWAS meta-
analyses. Their association with BMD in the relatively small
numbers of sequenced samples may not be necessarily
genome-wide significant (P< 5x10� 8) or even marginally signifi-
cant (P< 0.05). We used the ‘SNVs’ term to indicate sequence
variants that were not available in our previously reported
GWAS meta-analyses.

The WLS locus
Figure 1C shows the regional association with LS BMD in 1,291
sequenced samples. In Figure 1C, we grouped single nucleotide
sequence variants (SNVs) observed in 1,291 sequenced samples
into 3 groups, each with different colours. The red dots (GWAS
SNPs) indicate SNVs that were previously shown to be genome-
wide significantly associated with BMD reported in our previous
GWAS meta-analyses (3) in a much larger sample size. Blue dots
(Not genome-wide significant SNPs) indicate SNVs that were
previously reported as not reaching genome-wide significance
in our published meta-analyses (3). Green dots (SNVs) indicate
SNVs that were not analysed nor reported in our previously
published GWAS meta-analyses (3) that were based on the in-
ternational HapMap II CEU reference panel.

Indicated by green dots in Figure 1C, after multiple testing
corrections by FDR, SNV rs2566764 (P¼ 5.55x10� 5) was signifi-
cantly associated with LS BMD (FDR q-values< 0.01) in the 1,291
sequenced samples. SNV rs2566764 is less-common
(1%�MAF< 5%) and not previously genotyped, imputed or
analysed in our published GWAS meta-analysis of BMD (3)
based on the HapMap II CEU reference panel. As a comparison
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(Fig. 1A), we also showed the regional association plot of our
previously reported GWAS meta-analyses in a much larger sam-
ple size (3). SNV rs2566764 is 7.7kb away from one of the GWAS
SNPs (rs7062) and both variants are located in the same LD block
within recombination hot-spots (Fig. 1A and C). However, GWAS
SNP rs7062 was not associated with LS BMD in the sequenced
subjects (P-value¼ 0.67, Fig. 1C, red dots). In sequenced subjects,
the association P-values of our originally reported GWAS SNPs
ranged from 0.022 (rs1430742) to 0.719 and none of them
achieved statistical significance after multiple testing correction
(Red dots in Fig. 1C).

To examine whether SNV rs2566764 was responsible for
GWAS signals in the WLS locus, we performed conditional anal-
yses (Fig. 1D) and found none of the association results (P-values
and beta-coefficients) of the GWAS SNPs were modified after
conditioning on SNV rs2566764, suggesting that the SNV
rs2566764 association with LS BMD in sequenced subjects is in-
dependent from the originally reported GWAS signals (Fig. 1D).
To identify whether the ‘new’ SNVs (identified in the current se-
quencing study, but not reported in previous GWAS meta-
analysis) were responsible for the GWAS signals, we performed
association analysis conditioning on the GWAS SNP rs1430742
(the most significant GWAS SNP in sequenced subjects) in the
WLS locus (Fig. 1E). Again, we did not find a notable change in
the regression coefficients and P-values of GWAS SNP rs1430742

(Fig. 1E), except that the association between GWAS SNP
rs1430742 and LS BMD seemed to be eliminated (conditional as-
sociation P¼ 0.07 after conditioning on SNV rs114313858).

As for FN BMD, after multiple testing corrections by FDR,
SNV rs75170441 (P¼ 5.07x10 � 5) was significantly associated
with FN BMD (FDR q-values< 0.01, indicated by green dots in
Supplementary Material, Fig. S3C) in the WLS locus. SNV
rs75170441 is less-common (1%�MAF< 5%) and not previously
genotyped, imputed or analysed in our published GWAS meta-
analysis of BMD based on the HapMap II CEU reference panel.
To examine whether SNV rs75170441 was responsible for GWAS
signals in the WLS locus, we performed conditional analyses
and found none of the association results (P-values and beta-
coefficients) of the GWAS SNPs were modified after conditioning
on SNV rs75170441, suggesting that the SNV rs75170441 associa-
tion with FN BMD in sequenced subjects is independent from
the originally reported GWAS signals (Supplementary Materials,
Figs S3D and E).

The MEF2C locus

SNV rs13163005 was significantly associated with FN BMD
(P-value¼ 6.21 x 10� 6) at FDR q-values< 0.01. SNV rs13163005 is
less common and was not previously genotyped, imputed or
analysed in our original GWAS publication (green dots,
Supplementary Material, Fig. S4C). The association P-values of
the GWAS SNPs ranged from 0.007 (rs10037512) to 0.101 in our
sequenced samples and none of them achieved statistical sig-
nificance after multiple testing corrections (red dots,
Supplementary Material, Fig. S4C). SNV rs13163005 is only 56kb
away from the most significant GWAS SNP (rs10037512, P¼ 0.
007) in sequenced subjects. However, SNV rs13163005 is not in
LD with any GWAS SNPs in this locus. To examine whether SNV
rs13163005 is responsible for GWAS signals in MEF2C locus, we
performed a conditional analysis on all GWAS SNPs and condi-
tioned on SNV rs13163005. We did not find a notable change in
the regression coefficients and P-values for the GWAS SNPs
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S4D), suggesting that the SNV
rs13163005 association signal is independent from GWAS

Table 1. Sample characteristics of sampling scheme within the Framingham Study (FHS) and the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS)

Study Cohort FHS (n¼ 925) CHS (n¼366)

Sampling scheme Extremes with
low FN BMD*

Samples from
random controls

Samples from other
phenotype groups

Extremes with
low FN BMD*

Samples from
random controls

Samples from other
phenotype groups

Sample size 93 430 402 113 124 129
Percent female 67% 51% 53% 66% 50% 72%
Age (yrs)þ 60 (11.6) 62 (9.0) 63 (10.4) 77.3 (4.5) 77 (4.8) 76.4 (4.5)
Weight (lbs) 137 (28.1) 175 (36.7) 177 (40.3) 136 (26.4) 163 (33.9) 163 (37.8)
FN BMD (g/cm2) 0.64 (0.11) 0.92 (0.15) 0.92 (0.16) 0.50 (0.06) 0.75 (0.14) 0.70 (0.12)
FN BMD range 0.12 – 0.80 0.58 – 1.49 0.51 – 1.40 0.31-0.61 0.48-1.25 0.47-1.10
FNBMD T-score �2.95 (0.80) �0.80 (1.13) �0.81 (1.20) �3.84 (0.57) �1.43 (0.79) �1.62 (0.53)
FN BMD Z-score �2.06 (0.42) 0.05 (0.99) 0.15 (1.01) �2.00 (0.34) �0.02 (0.71) �0.07 (0.75)
LS BMD (g/cm2) 0.97 (0.16) 1.24 (0.22) 1.25 (0.22) 0.82 (0.17) 1.06 (0.26) 1.04 (0.22)
LS BMD range 0.61 – 1.50 0.69 – 2.07 0.62 – 1.98 0.43-1.37 0.64-1.93 0.62-1.81
LS BMD T-score �1.86 (1.29) 0.35 (1.78) 0.41 (1.80) �2.47 (0.94) �1.35 (1.76) �1.42 (1.57)
LS BMD Z-score �1.28 (0.75) 0.02 (1.01) 0.13 (0.97) �1.16 (0.59) �0.10 (0.83) �0.17 (0.79)

*The ‘extreme low FN BMD samples’ were selected based on (1) T-score was< -2; (2) 100 (FHS) and 120 (CHS) individuals with the lowest FN BMD Z-scores in all available

samples; and (3) not been selected for ‘The Cohort Random Samples’. Due to sequencing quality, we have excluded 14 samples (7 FHS and 7 CHS samples) in the associ-

ation analyses.
þAge at the time of the bone density measure.

Continuous variables: Mean (SD).

Table 2. Distribution of minor allele frequencies (MAF) of 4,964 se-
quence variants in 1,291 Caucasian samples stratified by variants
previously observed in HapMap II, 1000 Genomes Project (1000G),
dbSNP (build 135) or newly identified in the current sequencing proj-
ect (CHARGE novel)

SNPs References MAF < 1% 1% �MAF
< 5%

MAF � 5% Total

Hapmap11000G 60 (1.5%) 175 (56.5%) 757 (98.7%) 992 (20.0%)
dbSNP v135 913 (23.5%) 125 (40.3%) 9 (1.2%) 1047 (21.0%)
CHARGE novel 2914 (75.0%) 10 (3.2%) 1 (0.1%) 2925 (59.0%)
Total 3887 (100%) 310 (100%) 767 (100%) 4964 (100%)
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signals. In addition, to identify any sequence variants that may
be responsible for GWAS signals, we performed a conditional
analysis of sequence variants and conditioned on GWAS SNP
rs10037512. We did not find a notable change in the regression
coefficients and P-values for the GWAS SNP rs10037512
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S4E).

As for LS BMD, no significant association found
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S5C). Since there was no signifi-
cant association, we did not perform conditional analyses for
LS BMD.

The ARHGAP1/F2 locus

SNV rs111584437 was significantly associated with FN BMD
(P-value¼ 2.89 x 10� 5). SNV rs111584437 is also less common
and was not previously genotyped, imputed or analysed in our
original GWAS publication. SNV rs111584437 is 6.7kb away from
GWAS SNP, rs10769205 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6C).
However, GWAS SNP rs10769205 was not significantly associ-
ated with BMD (P-value¼ 0.22) in the sequenced subjects. The
association P-values of other GWAS SNPs in this locus ranged
from 0.12 to 0.35 in the sequenced samples (red dots,
Supplementary Material, Fig. S6C). To examine whether SNV
rs111584437 was responsible for GWAS signals in the ARHGAP1/
F2 locus, we performed conditional analysis on GWAS SNPs and
conditioned on the SNV rs111584437. We found that SNV
rs111584437 signal was independent of GWAS signals
(Supplementary Material, Fig. S6D). In addition, to identify any
sequence variants that may be responsible for GWAS signals,
we performed a conditional analysis of the sequence variants
and conditioned on GWAS SNP rs10769205. We did not find no-
table changes in the regression coefficients and P-values for the
GWAS SNP rs10769205 (Supplementary Material, Fig. S6E).

As for LS BMD, no significant association was found after
multiple testing corrections (Supplementary Material, Fig. S7).

The JAG1 locus

After correction for multiple testing, no significant associa-
tions between any of the single variants and BMD were found

(supplementary Materials, Figs S8 and S9). The most significant
association in sequenced subjects was found for SNP rs7267595,
our originally reported GWAS SNP with nominal P-value equal
to 0.005.

Rare variant associations

In addition to single variant-phenotype associations, we also
performed rare variant (MAF� 1%) association analyses (Fig. 1F,
Supplementary Materials, Figs S3F–9F). The total number of
analysed variants with MAF� 1% was 1,167, 272, 830 and 368
variants, respectively for WLS, MEF2C, ARHGAP1/F2 and JAG1
loci. We divided each targeted sequenced locus into several
‘4,000 bp-windows’ with a 2,000 bp-wide overlap between two
neighbouring windows. The SKAT rare variant association anal-
ysis was performed in each of the 4,000 bp windows.
Permutation with smallest P-values approach was performed to
correct for multiple testing. As shown in Figure 1F, we found
one significant association with LS BMD at the WLS locus in be-
tween chromosome position 68,476,635 to 68,480,635 (NCBI hu-
man genome reference Build 36/HG18) with association P¼ 3.
36x10� 5 (permutation with smallest P-value test P¼ 0.002).
There are 11 SNPs with MAF� 1% located inside this region. To
identify which rare variant/variants contributed to the signal
from this associated genomic region, we performed a leave-
one-out analysis, excluding one variant at time and repeating
SKAT association analyses. We found only one rare variant
(rs71649062) located at chromosome 1 position 68,477,885
(Chr1:68,477,885) that drove the gene-based association signal.
As for the MEF2C, ARHGAP1/F2 and JAG1 loci, after multiple test-
ing corrections, we did not find any significant associations by
SKAT tests.

Discussion
This is the first attempt using targeted sequencing of selected
GWAS loci in over a thousand individuals to follow up GWAS
findings from the largest meta-analysis of BMD. Following a
widely held view, we hypothesized that GWAS SNPs in non-
coding regions were probably in LD with un-genotyped causal
variants that were most likely located in the protein-coding

Table 3. List of the significantly associated variants (FDR q-value< 0.01) from single SNP-phenotype association analyses

BMD rs number Chrom
position
(hg19)

Alleles
(reference allele/
effect allele)

MAF Effect
(Beta,
g/cm2)

SE P-values Functional Roles ENCODE Regulatory Elements

Chr1p31.3 WLS locus
FN rs75170441* 68567995 G/T 0.01 �0.107 0.0271 5.07 x 10�5 ncRNA intron† Identified as Irf3 motif;

Histone modifications
LS rs2566764* 68583521 A/G 0.03 �0.061 0.0152 5.55 x 10�5 ncRNA intron† Pax motif

Chr5q14.3 MEF2C locus
FN rs13163005* 88410884 C/T 0.01 �0.067 0.0148 6.21 x 10�6 intergenic GATA-3 motif;

Histone modifications
Chr 11p11.2 ARHGAP1/F2 locus
FN rs111584437* 46716912 C/T 0.01 �0.059 0.0141 2.89 x 10�5 ARHGAP1 3’UTR Bound by HNF4A and RFX3 TFs;

Open chromatin;
Histone modifications

*Statistical significance after multiple testing correction by FDR with q-values<0.01.
†non-coding RNA: These variants are located in the last intron of WLS, whose mRNA sequences are overlapping with a ncRNA (GNG12-AS1).
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Figure 1. Regional association plot for lumbar-spine bone mineral density (LS BMD) on Chr 1p31.3 WLS locus in 1,291 sequenced samples. Panel A: Regional plot from

previously published GWAS meta-analysis. P-values were obtained from published GWAS meta-analyses.3 Panel B: gene annotation based on human genome refer-

ence panel NCBI v36. The dark box represents the sequenced region. Panel C: Regional plots for association results in sequenced subjects. P-values were estimated in

sequenced subjects. We grouped single nucleotide sequence variants (SNVs) observed in 1,291 sequenced samples into 3 groups, each with different colours. The red

dots (GWAS SNPs) indicate SNVs that were previously showed genome-wide significantly associated with BMD reported in our previous GWAS meta-analyses (3) in

much larger sample size. Blue dots (SNPs did not achieved genome-wide significance) indicate SNVs that were previously reported not reaching genome-wide signifi-

cance in our published meta-analyses (3). Green dots (SNVs) indicate SNVs that were not analysed nor reported in our previously published GWAS meta-analyses (3)

that were based on the international HapMap II CEU reference panel. Panel D: Conditional analyses: Association analyses were only performed on GWAS SNPs (SNVs
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regions and were likely functional (5). However, in this current
study, we did not find any protein-coding sequence variants
that may potentially be responsible for GWAS signals from our
previous GWAS meta-analyses (3). Similar to a recent report
from the ENCODE project, (6–8) our observations support the
possibility that many disease-associated GWAS SNPs in non-
coding regions may be themselves causal and functional. On
the other hand, via high-resolution targeted sequencing, we
were able to identify novel significantly associated SNVs
(P-values< 8 x 10� 5) in the region of the WLS gene, 5’ upstream
region of MEF2C and ARHGAP1/F2 loci that were not previously
identified in our GWAS meta-analysis (3). One question that our
study had to answer is whether these novel significant associa-
tions are responsible for the original GWAS signals. Although
SNV rs2566764 (WLS gene), rs75170441 (WLS gene), rs13163005
(5’ upstream of MEF2C) and rs111584437 (ARHGAP1/F2 locus)
were all located close (300bp to 7kb) to our original GWAS sig-
nals, these SNVs are less-common and are not in LD with any of
our previously reported GWAS SNPs in these four loci.
Furthermore, these novel findings had smaller association
P-values compared to the nominal or non-significant associa-
tion P-values of our original GWAS signals in our sequenced
samples. Our conditional analyses suggest these novel associa-
tions are independent of previously reported GWAS signals and
represent additional newly-discovered associated variants in
the same GWAS loci. Less-common variants are predicted to ex-
hibit stronger effect sizes than common variants, consistent
with the view that functional allelic variants are subject to puri-
fying selection pressure (9,10). Our novel associated SNVs are
relatively less-common in study populations, suggesting com-
mon and rare variants in the same locus may be independently
associated with disease phenotypes. These novel associated
SNVs study have the same effect direction as the effect direc-
tion of the reported GWAS common SNPs from our previous
GWAS meta-analyses. However, the effect size of our novel as-
sociated SNVs is almost similar to the effect size observed from
previously reported GWAS common SNPs in the same genomic
regions; suggesting that less common SNVs associated with
BMD phenotypes may not necessarily have stronger effect size
comparing to the effect size of common variants.

SNVs for these novel associations are located in potential
regulatory elements with histone protein modification and
transcription factor binding. As shown in Table 3, SNVs
rs75170441 (in Irf3 motif) and rs2566764 (in Pax motif) are lo-
cated in transcription factor binding sites and histone protein
modification sites of WLS. SNV rs111584437, located in the
3’UTR of the ARHGAP1 gene, has been confirmed experimentally
to affect HNF4A and RFX3 transcription factors binding (11,12).
Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) have been used to in-
form the potential perturbation of non-coding SNVs to the ex-
pression of potential target genes. We were not able to perform
such eQTL analyses using publicly available eQTL databases,
since our novel associated SNVs were not genotyped nor im-
puted due to their low frequencies in general populations. Thus,
additional experiments, such as allele-specific expression in hu-
man bone tissues or gene-editing experiments in cellular mod-
els are needed to further validate our novel association findings.

The associated variants located in WLS (chr1p31.3) gene and
5’ upstream flanking of the MEF2C (chr5q14.3) gene are of inter-
est because these two genes are related to the Wnt signalling
pathway (13,14). This pathway has recently been recognized as
a key regulator of bone remodeling and regeneration. WLS may
control skeletal development through modulation of autocrine
and paracrine Wnt signals in a lineage-specific fashion (15).
Wnt signalling has also been found to regulate crucial aspects
of cardiovascular physiology (differentiation, morphogenesis
and progenitor self-renewal), (16) to increase with aging in the
heart, (17) and to drive cardiac progenitor cells to differentiate
into a fibrogenic lineage, suggesting its involvement in the path-
ophysiology of CVD. The MEF2C gene encodes a member of the
MADS box transcription enhancer factor 2 (MEF2) family of pro-
teins, which plays a role in myogenesis and is evolutionarily
conserved (18). MEF2C fulfils a critical role in the differentiation
of vascular smooth muscle cells and regulates myocardin ex-
pression (19,20). MEF2C has been found to regulate myocardial
gene differential expression in murine and human heart failure
(21,22), and is essential for the transcriptional activation of the
bone formation inhibitor, SOST (23). Thus, there may be some
potential for Wnt signalling pathway’s pleiotropy with both
bone and cardiac phenotypes. Similarly, our findings at the
chr11p11.2 ARHGAP1/F2 locus are of particular interest, as this
region also maps to glucose homeostasis (24), T2DM (25), BMI
(26), plasma fibrin fragment D-dimer (27), and HDL lipoproteins
(28), suggesting this locus is a potential pleiotropic locus for a
variety of metabolic and endocrine functions.

In the JAG1 locus, the most significantly associated variant
was one of the genome-wide significantly associated SNPs
found in our original GWAS meta-analysis and this nominal as-
sociation did not reach statistical significance after multiple
testing corrections. In addition, SNP rs2273061 in the JAG1 gene
was reported to be genome-wide significantly associated with
BMD and demonstrated allele-specific expression as a potential
functional variant by Kung et al. (29). However, this SNP was
only nominally associated with BMD in our sequenced samples
(P-value¼ 0.018); also, in rare variant association analyses we
did not observe any association in the JAG1 locus.

One of the limitations of our study is the modest sample
size, which was highlighted by the observation that the original
GWAS meta-analysis loci were not statistically significantly as-
sociated with BMD in the sequenced sample of participants,
which made it difficult to perform conditional analyses.
Examining novel associations found in this study in additional
samples and in other ethnic groups will improve the robustness
of our findings. In addition, in-vitro functional experiments will
be needed to validate their functional importance.

In summary, we attempted to follow-up previous GWAS loci
by targeted sequencing in 1,291 Caucasian samples from the
CHARGE Targeted Sequencing Study to fine-map four selected
GWAS loci to identify potential causal variants. Despite the
modest sample size, we observed an average of one variant ev-
ery 80 bp and 4,964 novel sequence variants in our four targeted
sequencing regions. Our previously discovered GWAS SNPs
were either nominally or not statistically associated with BMD
in sequenced participants, which may reflect the smaller

indicated as red dots in Panel C) by conditioning on the most significantly associated SNVs (rs2566764) in sequenced samples. ‘P’ are P-values for GWAS SNPs without

conditioning on rs2566764; and ‘Conditional P’ are P-values for the same GWAS SNPs conditioning on rs2566764. Panel E: Conditional analyses: Association analyses

were done for SNVs (green dots SNVs in Panel C that were not analysed nor reported in our previously published GWAS meta-analyses) by conditioning on the most

significant GWAS SNP (rs1430742, most significant GWAS SNP indicated as red dot in Panel C) in sequenced subjects. ‘Conditional P’ are P-values for GWAS SNP

rs1430742 after conditioning on one SNV at time. Panel F: Sliding window (4,000 bps) rare variant association analyses by SKAT. Panel G: Leave-one-out analyses on the

significantly associated window (chr1: 68,476,635-68,480,635). There are 11 rare SNVs in the analyses.
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sample size of sequenced samples compared to genotyped par-
ticipants in GWAS analyses. From conditional analyses, we did
not find any protein-coding variants that may potentially be re-
sponsible for GWAS signals, suggesting non-coding GWAS SNPs
themselves may be causal and functional. On the other hand,
we did identify novel associations that were much more
strongly associated with BMD compared to the GWAS SNPs in
sequenced subjects. These SNVs are located in potential regula-
tory elements with evidence from histone protein modification
and transcription factor binding sites reported by the ENCODE
Project and RoadMap Epigenomics Project. These novel SNVs
are less-common and are independent from previously reported
GWAS SNPs, suggesting both common and less-common vari-
ants may be associated with disease-relevant phenotypes in the
same GWAS loci.

Materials and Methods
Bone mineral density

BMD (g/cm2) of the femoral neck (FN) and lumbar spine (LS)
were obtained in the Framingham Heart Study (FHS) using a
LUNAR DPX-L dual-energy X-ray absorptiometer (Lunar Corp,
Madison, WI). In the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS), FN and
LS BMD were measured using a QDR 2000 or 2000þ (Hologic, Inc,
Bedford, MA) and were read at the University of California, San
Francisco reading centre with Hologic software version 7.10.

Study sample

The detailed information about the CHARGE Targeted
Sequencing Study has been described elsewhere (30). In brief,
The CHARGE Targeted Sequencing Study used a case-cohort
study design and selected samples for targeted sequencing
from the three participating cohorts (Framingham Heart Study
(FHS), Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS), and the
Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC)). Since ARIC did not
have BMD measures, we only included samples from CHS and
FHS. Samples in our analyses included (1) selected extreme low
BMD samples; (2) a set of cohort random samples; and (3) sam-
ples selected for targeted sequencing from phenotypes other
than BMD.

Cohort random sample.

The cohort random sample included 471 participants from
CHS and 500 participants from FHS with equal numbers of men
and women (30). In the Cohort random sample, 124 CHS partici-
pants and 430 FHS participants had BMD measurements and
were included in our statistical analyses.

Selection of extreme low FN BMD samples
We selected 100 participants from the FHS and 120 participants
from the CHS with the ‘lowest FN BMD’ in each cohort study;
and were not selected as the ‘Cohort Random Samples’. The ex-
treme low FN BMD phenotype was selected based on both T-
score and Z-score. T-score, the number of standard deviations
below the young normal sex-specific average reference popula-
tion value, is used to diagnose osteoporosis (31). Individuals
with T-scores less than -2.5 are considered to have osteoporosis
and those with T-scores between -2.5 and -2.0 are considered to
have osteopenia. In each study, we first selected participants
whose FN BMD T-score was�2, and from that subset (not se-
lected as ‘Cohort Random Samples’) we then selected 100 (FHS)

to 120 (CHS) individuals with the lowest FN BMD Z-scores (num-
ber of standard deviations below the age and sex-matched aver-
age value in each study). The sample was selected such that
there were two thirds women, as we wanted to represent the
distribution of men and women that comprised our GWAS
meta-analysis sample (3). After quality control, 206 extreme low
FN BMD samples (93 FHS participants and 113 CHS participants)
were included in our statistical analyses.

Samples selected for phenotypes other than BMD
To increase sample size, we also included 129 CHS samples and
402 FHS samples with available BMD measurements that were
selected for targeted sequencing analyses of phenotypes other
than BMD (30). Individuals initially selected for the cohort ran-
dom sample (of CHARGE Targeted Sequencing Study) or se-
lected from phenotypes other than BMD also included
individuals with low BMD.

As shown in Table 1, a total of 1,291 men and women (925
FHS and 366 CHS participants) were included in statistical anal-
yses. All participants were adults and of European ancestry. All
participants provided informed consent and Institutional
Review Boards approved both FHS and CHS study protocols.

Selection of targeted regions

The four selected targeted loci (WLS, MEF2C, JAG1 and
ARHGAP1/F2) emerged from our meta-analysis in 32,961 individ-
uals that identified 56 GWAS loci associated with BMD and rep-
licated in additional 50,933 individuals (3). Regional plots of the
GWAS meta-analyses results are shown in Figure 1A and
Supplementary Materials, Figures S3A–9A. These four loci were
selected for sequencing based on an integrative approach (32):
(1) association signals clustered inside a gene or in a regulatory
region of a gene; (2) novel candidate genes for BMD or osteopo-
rosis (no sequencing reported previously); (3) involvement in
bone and mineral metabolism based on cellular and/or animal
models and (4) nominal association with FN BMD in the GWAS
analyses in FHS participants selected for targeted sequencing
(32). The actual sequencing regions (start and end positions
within a locus) were selected based on the location of associa-
tion signals. For WLS and JAG1 loci, the GWAS SNPs were lo-
cated inside genes; therefore, the sequencing regions were
selected to cover the whole gene (introns and exons) and 5’
flanking regions that were in LD with associated SNPs (r2�0.4).
For MEF2C and ARHGAP1/F2 loci the GWAS signals were located
in the 5’ flanking intergenic regions; therefore, the entire inter-
genic region with the cluster of association signals (r2�0.4) and
the exons of nearby genes were sequenced. After excluding ge-
nomic regions with high GC content and long repeated se-
quences, the total sequenced length was � 395 Kbps (116,934
bps for WLS; 122,676 bps for MEF2C loci; 113,955 bps for the
ARHGAP1/F2 and 41,464 bps for JAG1 loci).

Target capture and sequencing

Next generation sequencing was performed at the Baylor
College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center. For the
CHARGE Targeted Sequencing Study, all targeted regions were
captured by a customized NimbleGen Capture array, and then
sequenced using the ABI SOLiD V4.0 platform. The depth cover-
age of the targeted bases was 20X on average. The detailed pro-
tocols of DNA fragment capture and next-generation
sequencing via the SOLID platform can be found on the website,
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(https://www.hgsc.bcm.edu/sites/default/files/documents/
Preparation_of_SOLiD_Multiplex_Capture_Libraries.pdf).

Sequence alignment, variant calling and quality control

Raw short reads were aligned to NCBI human genome reference
Build 36 (hg18 at UCSC Browser). Alignments were performed
using BFAST (33). The aligned reads were used to call variants
with quality filters by SAMtools (34). DNA samples that did not
meet the minimum of 65% of the targeted bases at 20X or
greater coverage were excluded from subsequent analysis. This
project was primarily focused on single nucleotide variants
(SNVs), whereas neither small indels nor large copy number
variations were investigated.

All Quality Control procedures were carried out in the statis-
tical platform R or Java, in combination with SAMtools (34). The
details of the quality controls are described elsewhere (30). In
brief, we first filtered any SNVs that mapped more than 100
base pairs from the requested target capture region. The re-
mained SNVs was post-processed to filter variants with appar-
ent strand-bias (variants with alternate allele reads obtained
from only positive or negative strand), allelic imbalance for het-
erozygote genotypes (alternate to reference allele ratio< 0.2
or> 0.8), low allele fraction (< two reads of the alternate alleles),
low coverage (a depth of coverage< 10 reads), low quality reads
(Phred-scaled base quality score< 30), high missingness across
study samples (> 20%), multiple alternative alleles across study
samples, overly dense SNV cluster (3 or more variants in a 10 bp
window), or deviation from the expectations of Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE, P< 1� 10� 5) in the random cohort samples.
After completing the variant-level quality control, we also ex-
amined DNA sample quality using several quality scores, in-
cluding mean fold coverage, mean transition to transversion
ratios, mean heterozygote to homozygote ratio, mean non-
synonymous to synonymous ratio, number of singletons, num-
ber of doubletons and percentage of sites with coverage greater
than 20X. None of DNA samples failed these quality matrices.

Sequence annotations

We used the dbSNP (v135) as well as the 1,000G Project (Phase 1
version 3) to classify variants as already known versus novel
(35). The functional roles (such as nonsense, missense, splicing,
synonymous, 5’UTR, 3’UTR, intronic, intergenic and ncRNA vari-
ants) were annotated using the ANNOVAR package (human ref-
erence NCBIv36/hg18) (36). To annotate the potential roles of
non-coding variants, we used the recently available
ENCyclopedia Of DNA Elements (ENCODE) Project (37) via the
RegulomeDB (11) and HaploReg (12) databases.

Statistical analyses

We performed SNV-phenotype association analyses in each
study and then meta-analyses were conducted to combine as-
sociation results from FHS and CHS. Quantitative measurement
of BMD (g/cm2) at the FN was used as the primary phenotype for
association analyses and BMD at the LS as the secondary phe-
notype. Covariates included in association analyses were age,
age2, sex, weight, oestrogen use/menopause status (women
only), clinical sites, and principal components for genetic ances-
try. Un-weighted linear regression was used to access signifi-
cance. In addition, a weighted linear regression model to
account for the sampling design was applied to obtain effect

estimates (http://stattech.wordpress.fos.auckland.ac.nz/files/
2012/05/design-paper.pdf).

Single SNV-phenotype association analyses

For sequence variants that had more than 10 copies of the
minor allele in the 1,291 participants, we performed single
SNV-phenotype association analyses using both weighted lin-
ear regression (to obtain beta coefficients) and un-weighted
linear regression models (to obtain P-values). We used fixed ef-
fects inverse-variance meta-analyses to estimate combined re-
gression results from FHS and CHS association analyses. After
performing the meta-analyses, we excluded SNVs with associa-
tion results in only one of the two studies, heterogeneity P-
values of<0.05 and heterogeneity index (Het I2)> 50, or SNVs
with an average effect allele frequency of<1%. False discovery
rate (FDR) was used for multiple testing correction (FDR q-
values< 0.01).

Conditional analyses

We performed a conditional analysis to estimate whether the
SNVs associations with BMD phenotypes identified from the
targeted sequencing explained the associations between SNPs
previously identified from the GWAS meta-analysis and BMD
phenotypes. In following sections, we used the ‘GWAS SNP’
term to indicate SNPs that were found to be genome-wide sig-
nificant (P< 5x10� 8) in our previously reported GWAS meta-
analyses, as opposing to the ‘new’ sequence variants (SNVs,
identified in the current study, but not reported in previous
GWAS meta-analysis). For previously reported GWAS SNPs,
their association with BMD in sequenced samples may not nec-
essarily be genome-widely significant (P< 5x10� 8) or even mar-
ginally significant (P< 0.05).

Using WLS locus and the LS BMD phenotype as an example,
Following are two conditional models that we analysed:

Model 1
BMD¼ aþ b(covariates)þ b[the most significant SNV in se-
quenced samples (chr1:68356109, rs2566764)]þ b[GWAS SNP in
the sequenced locus]

Model 2
BMD¼ aþ b(covariates)þ b[the most significant GWAS SNP in
sequenced samples (chr1:68407663, rs1430742)]þ b[other SNV in
the locus]

For Model 1, the SNVs that were added into the conditional
analyses were rs2566764 for LS BMD and rs75170441 for FN BMD
in the WLS locus; rs13163005 for FN BMD in the MEF2C locus;
and rs111584437 for FN BMD in the ARHGAP1/F2 locus. As for
Model 2, the GWAS SNPs that were added into conditional anal-
yses were rs1430742 for both FN and LS BMD in the WLS locus;
rs10037512 for FN BMD in the MEF2C locus; and rs10769205 for
FN BMD in the ARHGAP1/F2 locus. When there was no signifi-
cant association between SNVs and BMD phenotypes, we did
not perform conditional analyses.

Rare variant association analyses (the sliding
window approach)

For rare variants with minor allele frequency (MAF)� 1%, we
performed Sequence Kernel Association Test (SKAT)(38) in FHS
and CHS, separately, using the sliding window approach.
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We divided each targeted sequenced locus into several
‘4,000 bp-wide’ windows with a 2,000 bp overlap between
two neighbouring windows. The SKAT was performed in each
of the 4,000bp windows. We used SKATmeta R package (http://
cran.r-project.org/web/packages/skatMeta/vignettes/skatMeta.
pdf), which meta-analyses the score statistics obtained from
SKAT analyses from each of FHS and CHS studies, instead of
combining P-values of SKAT analyses. Exclusion criteria after
meta-analysis consisted of windows with heterogeneity
P-values of<0.05 and Het I2>50.

We accessed significance (P-values) with unweighted linear
regression analyses, since the P-values are not biased due to
sample selection. We did not use weighted linear regression for
the SKAT analyses, since we only estimated P-values, but not
the effect size from the SKAT analyes.

Multiple testing corrections for rare variant
association analyses

To correct for multiple testing, we performed a permutation test
(the minimum P-value selected from each of 1,000 permutations
to form the null distribution) to identify windows that achieve
statistical significance.

Leave-one-out analyses for rare variants

In those windows that showed significant association with
BMD, we performed leave-one-out analyses to identify rare vari-
ant or variants that contribute to the association signal within a
window. In a window, we excluded one variant (MAF� 1%) at
time and repeated SKAT tests. The variant or variants that
drove association signals were considered to contribute to the
associated tests.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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